
Transformation – but not what I expected!
A Playgroup presentation 

17 February 2010



• 20 mins
• Share our experience of the toolset and future plans
• Slightly self-indulgent – sorry!

The brief:
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Summary:

A theory of society that includes humans and non-humans, or objects.

Managers can act or not, not because they possess power or status, but because of ongoing alignments of the interests of humans and non-humans.

Even seemingly unimportant objects or artefacts can be crucial to managerial action.  Actor Network Theory offers a flat image of an organisation or project, where 

control over a project is dependent upon making successful associations not on heroic action.

Projects can have programs and anti-programs, as actors struggle for control.

Four fold methodology of project alignment:

Actor Network Theory as a management tool:

How do you translate the interests of stakeholders around your project and create a stable actor-network? Key stakeholders can be non-human.

What other actor-networks might your project be translated within? (these could be political/environmental/technical). 

e to act or not? And how do we judge 

whether they are successful? 

Actor Network Theory allows us to understand how we are only successful because of our ability to understand and create associations, these can be with humans or 

non-humans. 

We can also use Actor Network Theory to appreciate how understanding project success depends on which actor-network you are involved in. These actor-networks are 

never purely social. 

Problematization
Interessement

Enrolment
Mobilization

the definition of a 

question or problem that 

concerns all the project 

stakeholders.

Create devices to isolate 

all the competing 

associations of the actors 

involved. Reduce the 

external interests of 

stakeholders.  e.g. other 

projects, organizational 

cultures.

Successful alignment , 

comprises of multilateral 

negotiations, trials of 

strength to define and 

distribute roles. Align 

interests of multiple 

project stakeholders with 

each other.

Creating a reliable 

network of associations 

so as to speak in the 

name of others, this 

enables an actor to 

become mobile. A project 

manager successfully 

translates stakeholder 

interests
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Networks are the combinations of 1-2-1 relationships
People and their actions are seen as interdependent

Relationships allow the transfer of knowledge and physical resources

The strength of the network can be understood by looking at the relationships

Different network structures produce different effects
Dense networks may mean there is a high level of trust among members

or it may also mean that it is closed to new ideas
Highly centralised networks give power to those around whom the network is 

centralised
But, decentralised networks may be more conducive to innovation

Cliques within networks may reinforce a positive culture or it may reinforce 

bad habits

A study reveals connections that both senior managers and team members are not aware of.

Better relationships = more success.The tool is robust and easy to use.Organisational readiness for the work is an important factor.© Michael J R Butler & Michael A Reid, January 2010



• New perspectives e.g. non-human actors revelation!
• Strength as visual analytical tool particularly stakeholder 

engagement / management challenges
• Immediately applicable to current projects with 

Mercedes-Benz, Unilever and Adnams
• Playgroup projects increasingly short turnaround – 

weigh up time investment vs potential positive impact

Actor Network Theory & Social Network Theory:
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Institutional 
Level

Environment 
Level

Possibility Space:
- No universal Best Practice

- Organisational play
- Path dependency
- Choice

Organisation
Level

Institutional Politics

Ideological Vision

Implementation
Capacity

Leading
Change

Environment Level:

Political
Economic
Social
Technological

Institutional Level:

Organisations vary in their response 

to environment level change

High performing and receptive

contexts for change

Low performing and non-receptive 

contexts for change

Ideological Vision:

Vision -

which is both corporate in nature and which provides 

desired end-state and a set of threats and 

Ideology -
set of material interest or, more broadly, from a 

Implementation Capacity:

Mechanisms - used by those leading change 

to shape and influence strategy/policy 

implementation.

Behaviour - of other stakeholders in the 

organizational network.

Capacity for action - the availability of these 

skills and resources within an organization and

their mobilization

locale local factors may influence change 

and, in turn, local factors may be reshaped by 

top-down interventions or local activities.

Decision-making

Possibility Space:

No universal best practice - Good practice but must find it.

Organisational play Conditions for creativity / innovation.

Path Dependency Some things are more fixed.

Choice Decision points consisting of options which open up 

change.

Institutional Politics:

Importance of co-operative 

organisational networks.

Formal and informal network 

structures.

Leading Change:

Leaders - May be individuals or small 

groups.  May come from a broad 

occupational base or any hierarchical level 

within an organization.

Doing - Leading change is not limited to 

the activities of senior managers.  Leading 

change also refers to the actions of the 

individuals or small groups how they plan, 

take opportunities and the time 

interventions involve.

© Michael J R Butler & Michael A Reid, January 2010



• Much more profound impact
• Practically a therapy session for me!
• Here’s why...

Receptivity for change: 



About Playgroup
A brief introduction 



• Established by Mike and I (JANUARY 2002)

• Grew and moved to Clerkenwell, London (JUNE 2006)

• Acquired NowWashYourHands (JUNE 2007)  :-(
• Launched Playgroup brand (FEBRUARY 2008)  :-)
• Highest revenue month ever (OCTOBER 2008)

• So far, so good!

Background:



Environment level:

• But all was not well in paradise (NOVEMBER 2008)

• UK economy in meltdown
• Changing consumer behaviours
• Industry poised for massive change

...and we were not responding fast enough



Institutional level:

• Playgroup had become a ‘non-receptive context for 
change’ organisation 

• Inflammatory “If we stay here, we die” speech (MARCH 2009)



“The significant problems 
we face today cannot be 
solved at the same level 
of thinking we were at 
when we created them”

Albert Einstein



Ideological vision:

• Ideology
‘the set of ideas that arise from a given set of material 
interest or, more broadly, from a definite class’ ...within an 
organisation



Ideological vision:

• Vision
‘A quality and coherence of policy’
‘Strategic agenda...provides sense of direction and 
a guide to action’
‘...combines an existing problem, desired end-state
and a set of threats and opportunities’





Cautious about change Bold about change





Philosophical differences

Control EmpowerResource management

Service ControlClient ethos

DemocraticAutocraticLeadership

Designers ThinkersCreative staff

Autonomous CollaborativeCreative process

Planned AgileProject management

Day rate ResultsInvoicing



Ideological vision:

• No shared ideological vision
• Schizophrenic business



Leading change:

• ‘Leading change is not limited to the activities of 
senior managers’

• ‘Leading change also refers to the actions of individuals 
or small groups. How they plan, take opportunities and 
the time interventions involve’



• ‘Importance of co-operative organisational 
networks’ etc.

• Yada yada...

• Now deep in thought and not really listening!

Institutional politics / Implementation capacity:



Playgroup no longer has capacity for change!

Organisation level conclusion:



TIME FOR A NEW CHALLENGE?



POSSIBILITY SPACE

No universal best practice
Good practice but must find it

Organisational play
Conditions for creativity / innovation

Path dependency
Some things are more fixed

Choice 
Decision points consisting of options which open up change



PLAYGROUP 2.0NEW VENTURE



UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

25

IDEOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENTAL

SOCIAL / TECHNOLOGICALECONOMIC

CHANGING WORLD



UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

PLUMMETING ECONOMY RISING UNEMPLOYMENT

UNCERTAIN GLOBAL COMPETITIVENESSMASSIVE CONSUMER DEBT

CHANGING UK



YOUNG PEOPLE

Their fresh, creative minds and energy are 
our greatest asset – and our only hope!

YOUNG PEOPLE



INNOVATION

The key to developing a 
truly Great Britain



PARTNERSHIP

Innovation is always most potent when it’s 
the result of collaborative effort



YOUNG INNOVATORS
PARTNERSHIP

YI

Applying the creative ingenuity, energy 
and commitment of talented young people 

to business challenges



But that’s another story...


